
Lesson No 8  

HUMAN NEEDS 

A) MEANING IN CONTEXT.  

Pick out words from the passage, which mean the following: 

 

a)  Fundamental  Our basic needs such as food, clothes and shelter.  

 (Para 1)  

b)  Essential   Necessary human needs for life. 

  (Para a) 

c) Deference    Food which lack will cause our death 

 (Para 1)  

d) Progressive   Foods, Which are making progress. 

 (Para 2) 

e) Contented   The people of olden time  

 (Para 2)  were satisfied by less  

    Variety of food. 

f) Uninteresting  If we eat same food  

 (Para 2)  everyday we become bored.  

g) Obtainable   All kinds of the food are available every where 

 (Para 3)  now a days.  

h) Variety or  Now we have many fruits for choice.  

 Selection   for choice.  

 (Para 3) 

i) Foreign or   The choice of variety was 

 unusual   not possible in olden times.  

 (Para 3) 

j) Moderate  Where summer is not  

 (Para 4)  very hot and winter is not very hot  

    very cold.  

k) Easily and   Now transport has made  

 quickly  exchange so easy.  

 (Para 5)  



l) Well-based or Our homes are built with  

 sound (Para 5)  good material 

m) Magnificent  Very grand.  

 (Para 6) 

n) Not given   These facilities were not 

 (Para 6)  available to the kings and  

    Queens of the history.  

ANSWER THESE QUESTION.  

Q.1 Why is food a basic human need?  

Ans. Without food nobody can live.  

Q.2 How can we avoid malnutrition?  

And. We can use different kinds of food.  

Q.3 Why did primitive people eat only the food that could he grown near their homes?  

Ans. They were not aware of modern transportation.  

Q.4 What is the difference between needs and wants? How do we differ from primitive 

man in our food wants? 

Ans. Needs are inevitable but want can be tolerated. We can have the food of different 

kinds.  

Q.5  What is fashion? How does if affect the way we dress?  

Ans. The fashion is the style of changing. The climates affect our fashion. 

Q.6 Explain why work is a valid reason for changing our style of clothing, giving a 

suitable example to illustrate your answer.  

Ans. Every kind of work demands the clothing of its needs. For example, a soldier has 

to wear an active dress.  

Q. 7 Give a reason for each of the four factors the writer says shelter depends on. 

Ans. The climate acts very much on the shelter. The builder can make the shelter 

very good and bad as well. The social position of the shelter-owner is noticed. The 

available material have significance for the shelters.  

Q.8 Name three things and a modern house contains but an ancient place did not.  

Ans. Modern building material, a variety of the furniture and electricity were missing 

in the kings places.  

 



LESSON NO 10  AIRPORTS  

Solved Exercise  

A) MEANING IN CONTEXT.  

1. Give the means of each word as it is used in the passage.  

a) Now-a-days  In the present age the plane.  

b) Flight   The plane.  

c) Arranged   The airline which has given ticket to show as a certificate.  

d) Proof    He is given ticket to show as a certificate.  

e) Hold    To keep in the aircraft.  

f) Overweight   Extra weight according to the fixed quantity.  

g) Exit    The way of going out.  

h) Standstill   The plane stands motionless.  

i) Strictly  No one is allowed to take off when other plane is taking off.  

j) Communicate They talk to the pilot on radio.  

C) ANSWERS THESE QUESTIONS.  

Q. 1 What modes of transport are mentioned in the firs paragraph? Nam any other you 

can think of.  

Ans. They are house, trains and aero planes moreover transportation is done on cars, 

shops and cargoes.  

Q.2 Where, in the terminal, does a passenger show his ticket? Why?  

Ans. He shows his ticket at the counter of the airline to prove that he has a seat in the 

plane.  

Q.3 What do you think will happen if a passenger’s luggage is found to be overweight?  

Ans. He will have to pay some extra charges.  

Q.4 Why do you thing passengers are checked for firearms or other dangerous weapons 

before they board a plane?  

Ans. The runway in a modern airport is made of concrete; one plane can use it at a time.  

Q.6 How do air-traffic controllers communicate with pilots? What may happen if a 

controller makes mistake?   

Ans. They talk to the pilots on radio, some accident can take place if a controller makes 

a mistake.       


